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Author & Stakeholders 
Author: Grace Lihn; Stakeholders: Mirror 
 

Background 
Mirror, a global clothing brand, seeks to take its business online. Mirror’s mission is to make any type of clothing accessible to 
everyone, by providing inexpensive clothing that allows consumers to change styles as they need and please. It currently has little to 
no online presence, but hopes to leverage the convenience of online shopping to better serve its current customers and establish a 
greater market presence.  
 

Assumptions 
1. People shop online because it’s convenient. 

● More and more people are shopping online, so this is a key opportunity for businesses such as clothing stores. 
● People are not just shopping online, but also via social media (e.g. posts on Instagram can directly link to product pages 

on websites) 
2. Women shop for clothing online more than men. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AH05Ac0Qr3p12tosjoXsh6LdqJ85isUWtRAhwO0QE44/edit


 

3. “Affordable” (or “inexpensive”) clothing means that an item costs less than $50 (when we account for the variation in cost of 
living across the U.S.). 

● Note: We might only be able to test this assumption via interviews within the SF Bay Area, unless we are able to find 
national data via secondary research. 

4. Customer reviews are an important ecommerce feature for helping people make decisions regarding clothing purchases. 
● i.e. People find reviews helpful. 

 

   



 

 Research Goals & Questions 

Note: Questions listed here are not the interview questions. 
 

Goals  Questions 

Through this study, we seek to gain insight into the online 
clothing shopping experience, so that we can determine 
Mirror’s positioning. 

Overarching question: How might we find ways to create a 
great shopping experience and differentiate Mirror as an 
online clothing store? 

1. Identify Mirror’s competitors, their strengths and 
weaknesses, and opportunities for Mirror 

● Where is the market headed?  
● Are there emerging technologies/innovations that might 

result in better a shopping experience? 

2. Understand users’ current experiences with online 
clothing shopping (in general) 
● Understand who potential users are, their 

motivations and goals 
● Identify areas for improvement / what is needed to 

create a better shopping experience 

● Who shops online? What types of clothes do they 
purchase? Who is the clothing for? 

● What does a good shopping experience look like? What 
about a bad experience? Do users mention common pain 
points? 

● What is a typical user’s journey from start to finish? What 
are their expectations and what do they do to achieve 
their goals? 

3. Understand how the online shopping experience fits into 
people’s “workflow”/their everyday life 

● What prompts someone to shop online? 
● Do they go to a brick-and-mortar before? After? 
● Is shopping done on a regular basis? Impulsively? As 

needed? 

 
Visual element 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rffyHbfMyLmJQmr_GVFoArzJHMYv4ole/view?usp=sharing


 

 

 

 

Methodology 
 

Secondary Research  Primary Research 

● Market research: industry trends, data from published 
surveys/findings 

● Competitive Analysis: strengths/weaknesses of 
competitors 

● Provisional personas 

● One-on-one interviews to learn about people's goals, 
needs, frustrations, and motivations. 

 
 

Participants 
● Ages 18-55, buy clothing for themselves or others (e.g. dependents) 
● Have shopped for clothing online within the last two months (in order to recall most recent shopping experience) 

 

Timeline 
We’ll start with the secondary research, then move on to interviews. 


